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On a beautiful sunny day in Cheshire, 42 people has attended the Reliability Engineering for
Electronic Packaging Workshop on the 30th of November 2017, which was held at the
Daresbury Laboratory. The day commenced with coffee; attendees were then welcomed to
the workshop and provided with an overview of IMAPS-UK and the
upcoming events, and encouraged to join the IMAPSUK for its Jubilee year (50 years). Attendees were
then provided with an overview of the agenda for
the day. The exhibitors (listed below) gave a brief
introduction of their products and services.
Our first speaker of the day, Martin Shaw from
Reliability Solutions, gave a fascinating keynote with
insight into the latest developments on the reliability
testing and showed a holistic approach to achieving world class reliability to
evaluate the today’s competitive low cost materials. The next speaker was Colin
Johnston from Oxford University who spoke on the subject of materials design for
inherent harsh environment reliability and gave good examples for a variety of
materials and interconnects. Chris Bailey from University of Greenwich showed
tools used for computational mechanics modelling and examples of physics of
failure models for reliability and lifetime.
The first session was wrapped up with Keith Dear from Accelonix who has reported
on the use of thermal warpage metrology methods in electronic reliability testing.
Keith showed a variety of examples on thermal warpage. He explained the process in
detail with the aid of animations.
After the first coffee break, Session two focused on the reliability testing and failure
analysis, building upon many of the topics discussed earlier in the day. Jingru Dai
presented a fascinating review of the work that is being done at the University of
Nottingham. She showed great examples on the reliability of the power electronic
modules with thermal and electrical degradation within the package.
The final tutorial of the morning on design of experiments used for a
qualitative accelerated life testing of next-generation solar cells, Jeff Kettle
from University of Bangor, showed good examples of the test strategies in the
regard multi-stress testing.
After lunch, Session two continued with a presentation from Adam Lewis from
NPL showing variety of ways to investigate reliability testing of wearables with
a development of fabric, flexible and stretchable sensors tests to be
combinatorial to mimic end usage.

The second session was wrapped up with Bob Sykes from
XYZTEC, showing an interesting method on the science of bond
testing. He showed three golden rules to follow for bond testing.
The following coffee break allowed everyone to digest the new
things they’d been exposed to during the
day.
The final session of the day focused on
Significance of Hermeticity, Anne Vanhoest
from UCL gave a great background on the
hermeticity and presented different
technique for hermeticity testing and a model for a lifetime
prediction for medical devices. She presented the challenges to
evaluate the hermeticity and the limitations with really smaller
packages. Maybe we should “Pray” when dealing with very small
packages, as one of the audience commented .
Last but not least, our final speaker of the day Ville Hevonkorpi from
Primoceler provided insight on novel hermetic glass packaging for
demanding applications and provided some amazing examples of the
manufacturing services and reliability validation. Ville showed an
interesting video showing the silver dendrites growth in aerospace
related application and how important are the selection of
materials and the manufacturing
steps.
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